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REPORT ON EBSB AWARENESS PROGRAMME LAUNCH AT KALA KENDRA, SAMALDAS COLLEGE OF ARTS, M.K. BHAVNAGAR UNIVERSITY

Kala Kendra, Mahatma Gandhi Bhavan, Samaldas college of Arts, MKBU, Bhavnagar invited Dr. Tejas P Joshi, EBSB Nodal officer of Maharaja Krishnakumarsinhji Bhavnagar to deliver a speech on introduction and awareness program related to **Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB)** launched by RUSA/MHRD. Kala Kendra, Samaldas College of Arts running course in ‘Diploma in Painting’ in MKBU campus, Bhavnagar. Shree Shailesh Dabhi is serving as coordinator of this center.

Shree Shailesh Dabhi introduced Dr. Tejas Joshi to the various groups of students/artists and gave introductory speech related to the event. Dr. Tejas Joshi informed the group of students/ artists and gave the idea behind the program **Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB)** and discussed the importance of this type of event in the current scenario. Two teaching faculties were also present during this event.

Dr. Joshi explained how arts/painting can contribute to spreading the message of unity and diversity through the EBSB program. Dr. Joshi invites students for wall-painting competition at the Department of Chemistry, MKBU on 23rd Feb. 2020. The Department of Chemistry, MKBU and EBSB-MKBU will collaborate and will organized wall-painting competition. Dr. Joshi gave various ideas related to arts and painting that can reflect both pairing state Gujarat – Chhattisgarh culture. This will be the first time in the history of India that wall-painting picture/drawing is dedicated for EBSB and pairing state. The students/artists were excited and big numbers of the participant are enrolled in the wall-painting competition.
Dr. Tejas P Joshi, Nodal Officer of EBSB Club, MKBU briefed about EBSB at Kala Kendra, Bhavnagar.

Students/artists were present at Kala Kendra, Bhavnagar
Shree Shailesh Dabhi, coordinator, Kala Kendra, Bhavnagar
મહારાષ્ટ્ર કૃષ્ણાકુમારસિંહ લાયનગર યુનિભર્સિટી,
શામણઝાસ કોલેજ ઓફ એઝસ સંધાલિત
િલોમા ઓન પેંટિંગ-લાકડાન
સથાન : િલોમા ઓન પેંટિંગ-લાકડાન, મહાત્મા ગાંધીમંદાર, લાયનગર.

સમાચાર યુનિશનની સંયુક્ત શામણઝાસ આફર ડિલરના
ગાંધી મંદાર બદલી